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1. In an experimental study of this type - R E O1  X  O2, what does X stand for?

     	      pre test

     	--->> treatment

     	      control

     	      post test

2. Which of these is NOT permitted to be used in research report?

     	      I have

     	      we have

     	      my purpose

     	--->> the researcher did

3. Which of these is a discrete variable?

     	      time

     	      scores

     	      weight

     	--->> gender

4. A class interval is given as 22-- 24. what is the midpoint?

     	      25

     	      24

     	--->> 23

     	      22

5. A group of students took a test in your class. The scores are:- 5, 8, 3, 7, 5, 9, 2, 6, 5, 
4. what is the median?

     	      4
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     	--->> 5

     	      6

     	      7

6. A group of students took a test in your class. The scores are:- 5, 8, 3, 7, 5, 9, 2, 6, 5, 
4. what is the mode?

     	      4

     	--->> 5

     	      6

     	      7

7. Interview is a valuable data collection tool. But it cannot be used when the subjects 
are

     	      too young

     	      too old

     	      illitrates

     	--->> deaf and dumb

8. Which of these errors can be attributed to chance factors?

     	      artificial

     	      accidental

     	      systematic

     	--->> random

9. Which of thes is NOT a measure of variability?

     	--->> median

     	      range

     	      variance

     	      quartiles
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10. A measure obtained by observing the characteristics of a sample is called?

     	      parameter

     	--->> statistic

     	      statistics

     	      parametrics
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